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DOUBLE IONIZATION OF HELIUM BY RELATIVISTICHIGHLY CHARGED ION IMPACTA. B. Voitkiv *, B. Najjari, J. UllrihMax-Plank Institut für KernphysikD-69117, Heidelberg, GermanySubmitted 1 Otober 2004We onsider an interesting realization of the fundamental four-body problem: double ionization of helium insuperintense eletromagneti �elds generated by highly harged ions in relativisti ollisions. We show howthe simultaneous interation of suh �elds with all the three target onstituents (whih is not desribed by a�rst-order theory) strongly in�uenes the ollision dynamis even at very high ollision energies and how the�genuine� photo-like emission pattern may emerge in ollisions at extreme relativisti energies. A very goodagreement with available experimental data is found.PACS: 34.10.+x, 34.50.FaThe question of the dynamis of quantum mehani-al few-partile systems on various time sales is amongthe most interesting topis in modern atomi, mole-ular, and optial physis [1℄. One of the fundamentalexamples of the quantum few-body problem is givenby ionization of helium in ollisions with fast highlyharged ions. During the last deade, there has beenremarkable progress in this �eld [1; 2℄. Most of the stud-ies of the helium ionization, however, were performedfor single ionization and for nonrelativisti ollision ve-loities.Whereas single ionization of helium is normallytreated as a three-body problem (projetile, �ative�eletron, and reoil ion), double ionization representsa partiularly strong hallenge for the theory beauseit is a pure four-body problem. Indeed, a satisfatory(but still inomplete) understanding of helium doubleionization by harged projetiles has been only reahedfor ollisions with fast enough eletrons where the �rstBorn approximation (FBA) in the projetile�target in-teration is valid. Helium double ionization by highlyharged ions is more di�ult to desribe, and it hasattrated muh less attention so far. In partiular, he-lium double ionization by relativisti ions with suh ahigh harge Zp that Zp=vp � 1 even for ollision velo-ities vp approahing the speed of light  ( � 137 a.u.)has remained a terra inognita to a large extent.*E-mail: Alexander.Voitkiv�mpi-hd.mpg.de

First measurements of di�erential ross setions fordouble ionization of helium in relativisti ollisions(1 GeV/u U92+, vp = 120 a.u.,  = (1�v2p=2)�1=2 � 2,and Zp=vp � 0:77) were done in [3℄. Detailed experi-mental studies of helium ionization by highly hargedions in ollisions at  � 1:5�2 are sheduled for 2005(GSI, Germany) and ollision energies up to those or-responding to  � 30 will beome routinely aessiblefor atomi physis experiments in the near future [4℄.Relativisti ollisions with ions like U92+ may ex-pose helium atoms to extreme onditions. Indeed,rough estimates show that eletromagneti pulses withe�etive power densities as high as 1019 to 1023 W/m2an be generated by relativisti highly harged ions inollisions at  � 10�30 for impat parameters between2 and 10 a.u. suh that the whole target atom isexposed to a nearly homogeneous �eld. Besides, suhpulses are ultrashort and, despite the enormous inten-sities, may �gently� irradiate the target, making its�snap-shots� on the subatomi time sale.Only a few attempts have been made to evaluate dif-ferential ross setions for double ionization of heliumin relativisti ollisions with highly harged ions. Theestimates in [3℄ and [5℄ were based on the Weizsäker �Williams method of equivalent photons. However,for ollisions with light targets, stritly speaking, thismethod may be applied only at extreme relativisti en-ergies [6℄. Besides, the results in [5℄ were obtained onlyfor a �xed ollision impat parameter and annot there-583



A. B. Voitkiv, B. Najjari, J. Ullrih ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 3, 2005fore be related to experiment. In [7℄, helium ionizationwas treated using the lassial-trajetory Monte Carloapproah. But the ross setions reported in [7℄ weretoo small beause this approah fails to properly de-sribe ollisions with relatively small momentum trans-fers, whih beome of great importane at very highimpat energies.In this paper, we onsider helium double ionizationin relativisti ollisions with very highly harged ionsby developing an approah that, for the �rst time, en-ables a detailed desription of this extraordinary aseof the four-body quantum dynamial problem.We start with the following remarks. First, even inollisions with relativisti projetiles, the overwhelmingmajority of eletrons emitted from light targets havenonrelativisti energies1). Therefore, we onsider he-lium ionization in the target frame and use a nonrel-ativisti desription for the eletron motion. Seond,beause the momentum exhange does not atually ex-eed several atomi units in ollisions of interest for thepresent study, the reoil veloity of the target nuleusand the de�etion angle of the projetile are alwaysvery small. This allows us to begin the onsiderationwith the semilassial piture in whih (i) only the ele-trons are treated quantum mehanially; (ii) the targetnuleus is assumed to be at rest and is taken as theorigin of the target frame; (iii) in this frame, the pro-jetile moves along a straight-line lassial trajetoryR(t) = b+vpt, where b is the impat parameter. Theorresponding Shrödinger equation isi�	�t == 8<: 2Xj=1 "12 �p̂j+Aj �2�'j#+Vat+Zt'9=;	: (1)Here, p̂j is the momentum operator for the jth atomieletron, 'j andAj are the salar and vetor potentialsof the projetile �eld at the position of the jth atomieletron, and ' is the orresponding salar potential atthe origin. Furthermore, Zt = 2 is the harge of thetarget nuleus and Vat = �Zt=r1�Zt=r2+1=r12 is theinteration between the target partiles, where rj is theoordinate of the jth eletron with respet to the targetnuleus and r12 = r1� r2. The spin-�ip transitions aresuppressed in our ase by a fator � vp=2 ompared tothe non-spin-�ip ones, and the spin terms are thereforeignored in Eq. (1).1) Atually, in the target frame, the energies of most emittedeletrons do not exeed few atomi units (see Fig. 2).

In the Lorentz gauge, the projetile potentials aregiven by [8℄'j = Zpsj ; ' = Zps ; Aj = vp 'j ; (2)where sj and s are the oordinates of the jth targeteletron and the target nuleus with respet to the pro-jetile ion given in the projetile rest frame.Taking into aount that in both the initial and �-nal hannels the projetile veloity is muh higher thantypial eletron veloities (1�3 a.u.), we use the sym-metri eikonal approximation (SEA). In the SEA, thestate 	 is replaed by 	i and 	f in the initial and �nalhannels respetively, where	i(t) =  i(r1; r2) exp(�i"it)(vs+ v � s)i�p �� (vs1 + v � s1)�i�p(vs2 + v � s2)�i�p ;	f (t) =  f (r1; r2) exp(�i"f t)(vs� v � s)�i�p �� (vs1 � v � s1)i�p(vs2 � v � s2)i�p ; (3) i and  f are the initial and �nal states of thethree-body target subsystem with energies "i, and "f ,�p = Zp=vp, and �p = ZpZt=vp. We note that inEq. (3), the Coulomb boundary onditions (due to theprojetile �eld) are satis�ed for all the three target par-tiles.Within the SEA, the prior form of the semilassialtransition amplitude isafi(b) = �i 1Z�1 dth	f (t)jŴ (t)j	i(t)i; (4)where the distortion interation Ŵ (t) is given byŴ	i = (vs1�v�s1)�i�p(vs2�v�s2)�i�p(vs�v�s)i�p�� �p exp(�i"it) 2Xj=1 (Cj � p̂j + �pDj) i (5)withCj=�s�1j �sj;x(sj+sj;z)�1; sj;y(sj+sj;z)�1; �1� ;Dj = (sj(sj + sj;z))�1 � 0:5v2p(sj)�2; (6)where sj;z = sj �vp=vp and (sj;x; sj;y) = sj � sj;zvp=vp.The full quantum dynamis of the ollision annotbe treated with the semilassial amplitude given byEq. (4). However, for ollisions with very small pro-jetile sattering angles and negligible veloities of thetarget nuleus, the quantum transition amplitude Sfian be obtained from the semilassial amplitude in (4)as Sfi(Q) = 12� Z d2b exp(iQ � b)afi(b); (7)584



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 127, âûï. 3, 2005 Double ionization of helium : : :where Q is the two-dimensional transverse part(Q �vp = 0) of the momentum transfer q to the target.In ontrast to the impat parameter b, the momentumtransfer is aessible to diret measurement. We haveq = (Q; qmin), where qmin = !fi=vp with !fi = "f�"i.Amplitude (7) is the �rst term of the symmetrieikonal distorted wave series. The analysis shows thatfor the most important part of the emission, the ex-pansion parameter of this series is essentially given by& = Zp=v2p. In relativisti ollisions, & does not ex-eed 0:01 even for the highest possible projetile hargestates Zp � vp. Therefore, the �rst term of this seriesalone may already be su�ient for a suessful treat-ment of the ollision dynamis. This is to be ontrastedwith the standard Born series, whih is generated fromEq. (1) in the usual way and has the expansion param-eter �p = Zp=vp. In ollisions with the heaviest barenulei, the parameter �p is never muh less than unity.Therefore, not only might the �rst Born approximationbe insu�ient2) but also the whole Born series is likelyto beome meaningless.The suess of distorted wave models for nonrela-tivisti ion�atom ollisions was to a very large extentaused by the fats that (i) the interation between theprojetile and the target nuleus (the n�n interation)does not a�et the eletron emission spetra integratedover the projetile de�etion angle and (ii) for olli-sions with hydrogen-like targets, the transition ampli-tude of type (7) an be evaluated analytially providedthe n�n interation is ignored. The aount of the inter-ation between the projetile and the seond �ative�target eletron tremendously ompliates alulations,and the situation is ertainly not simpli�ed if the n�ninteration must also be inluded, for instane, in thease where the full ollision dynamis has to be onsid-ered.At �p � 1, the diret numerial integration of themultiple integral in Eq. (7) faes di�ulties beause inboth the initial and �nal hannels, the motion of theprojetile is not bounded in spae. Therefore, the in-tegral over d3R = d2b vp dt in Eq. (7) is not absolutelyonvergent and should be taken analytially. The re-sult isSfi(Q) = i�p2�vp �� Z d2�d2�h f jG1 � p̂1 +G2 � p̂2 + F1 + F2j ii: (8)2) In ollisions at very high , where very small momen-tum transfers ontribute most to the double ionization, even for�p � 1, a properly formulated �rst-order approah may be ap-plied to the total ross setion for the double ionization.

Here, � and � are two-dimensional vetors perpendiu-lar to vp, G1 = G(�p; �p; ; �; �;q; r1; r2);F1 = F (�p; �p; ; �; �;q; r1; r2);G2 = G1(r1 $ r2), and F2 = F1(r1 $ r2), whereG and F are expressions ontaining the exponential,gamma, and hypergeometri funtions. The expliitforms of G and F are very umbersome and will begiven elsewhere.We note that the right-hand side of Eq. (5) waswritten with  i assumed to be an exat state of thefree target. If this is not the ase, an additional termappears in the right-hand side of Eq. (5). But if "f 6= "i,this term gives zero ontribution to the transition am-plitude. Therefore, there are no formal restritions im-posed on  i and  f by the use of Eq. (8). Beausethe three-body problem has no exat solution, the a-tual hoie of  i and  f is ditated by two main points:these states should be �su�iently good� and, simulta-neously, allow performing at least the ten-fold integra-tion in Eq. (8) neessary to obtain the fully di�erentialross setion d�d2Qd3k1d3k2 = jSfij2; (9)where k1 and k2 are the eletron momenta in the �nalstate.As was already remarked, the SEA is superior tothe FBA at �p = Zp=vp � 1. One would expet thatas �p ! 0, the results of both approximations on-verge if the exat target states  i and  f an be used.But even with suh states, the ultrarelativisti limitsof these two approahes are still di�erent: the symmet-ri eikonal approximation yields the orret asymptotibehavior for ross setions as  !1, but the �rst Bornapproximation does not. This point is very importantand deserves a separate and detailed disussion. Here,we only note that at �p � 1, the �rst Born approxima-tion with exat target states would strongly fail onlyat  � =�2p and higher.The results of both the SEA and FBA using ap-proximate target states  i and  f do not oinide evenas �p ! 0. Therefore, a onsistent way to �highlight�higher-order e�ets in the projetile�target interationis as follows. For a given vp � , alulations in theSEA are performed for the atual projetile (Zp) andfor the proton impat. The �rst-order result for the a-tual projetile is then obtained from that for the protonusing the �rst-order saling, i.e., via multipliation withZ2p . We all this �rst-order approah the SEA-1.585
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Fig. 1. The fully di�erential ross setion (in arb. units) as a funtion of the polar emission angle #1 of the ��rst� eletron,given in the plane de�ned by vp = (0; 0; vp) and q = (Q; 0; qmin). Emission energies E1 = E2 = 10 eV, azimuthal emissionangles '1 = '2 = 0Æ. a) vp = 120 a.u., Q = 0:25 a.u., #2 = 90Æ. The solid urve orresponds to the SEA, the dashedurve to the SEA without the n�n interation, the doted urve to the SEA-1. b ) vp � 137 a.u. ( = 26), Q = 10�3 a.u.,#2 = 192Æ. The solid urve orresponds to the SEA, the dashed urve to the nonrelativisti SEA ( =1), the symbols arethe experimental data on double photoionization [9℄ (the inident real photon is polarized along the x axis) normalized tothe SEA resultsIn alulations of the fully di�erential ross setiongiven by Eq. (9), we approximate the initial state bythe four-parameter Hylleraas wave funtion i = Ni [exp(��r1 � �r2) + (r1 $ r2)℄�� [1� Æ exp(��r12)℄ ; (10)where Ni = 1:638 is the normalization fator,� = 1:4096, � = 2:2058, Æ = 0:6054, and � = 0:2420.Wave funtion (10) yields "i = �2:902 a.u., whih islose to the exat value of �2:904 a.u. The �nal stateis taken as f =  3C � h ij 3Ci i; 3C = 1p2 [ k1(r1) k2(r2)�k12(r12)++ (r1 $ r2)℄ ; (11)where k12 = (k1 � k2)=2 and  3C is the so-alled3C state, a (symmetrized) produt of three Coulombwaves desribing all pairwise interations between theonstituents of the target. The above approximationsare hosen beause they yield good results for heliumdouble ionization due to the photoe�et and by fasteletrons in ollisions with relatively small momentumtransfers. Suh ollisions beome espeially importantat relativisti impat energies. In addition, with thestates in Eqs. (10) and (11), the six-fold integrals overthe eletron oordinates in Eq. (8) an be redued totwo-fold integrals.The results for the fully di�erential ross setion inollisions with U92+ are shown in Fig. 1. Two impor-tant points should be mentioned.

First, within any �rst-order approah, the proje-tile may exhange only a single virtual photon with thetarget and an therefore diretly interat with just oneeletron. Double ionization may then only our dueto eletron�eletron orrelations and/or rearrangementin the target �nal state. However, the highly hargedprojetile, due to its strong �eld, an diretly and verye�etively interat with all the three target partiles si-multaneously. Therefore, suh (higher-order) e�ets inthe projetile�target interation, whih are properly de-sribed within the SEA, may profoundly in�uene theollision dynamis (Fig. 1a). Not only the diret in-teration of the projetile with both eletrons but alsothe n�n interation (whih itself does not lead to ion-ization) may very strongly a�et the fully di�erentialemission pattern.Seond, in ollisions at very high  and very low Q,the higher-order e�ets beome of minor importaneeven at �p � 1. A very interesting peuliarity of suhollisions is that the physis of the impat ionizationmay beome very similar to that of the photoe�et. Aertain similarity between impat ionization and pho-toionization has been the subjet of the long-term dis-ussion in studies of the double ionization by fast non-relativisti eletrons. Suh disussions, however, are ofsuper�ial harater and an even be misleading be-ause the fundamental similarity between these pro-esses is only possible if  � 1. Indeed, the emissionpattern in Fig. 1b is almost indistinguishable from thatdue to the photoe�et beause it is produed by the586
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Fig. 2. Energy spetra of eletrons emitted in 1-GeV/uU92+ + He(1s2) ollisions. Symbols are the experimen-tal data from [3℄. See the text for more explanationsabsorption of a virtual photon whose properties arevery lose to those of a real photon [6℄. As a result,not the virtual photon momentum q but its polariza-tion e � q=!fi � vp=2 [6℄, almost perpendiular to q,determines the shape of the emission ross setion inFig. 1b.In [3℄, the emission spetrum di�erential in the en-ergy of one of the ejeted eletrons has been reported.To produe suh a spetrum from the ross setionin (9), one has to perform seven additional integra-tions. This task is not feasible if  i and  f are given byEqs. (10) and (11), but an be arried out if the termsdepending on r12 are negleted in these equation, whihallows evaluating the integrals over the eletron oordi-nates in Eq. (8) analytially. Of ourse, the neglet ofthe eletron orrelation would be a very improper ap-proximation in the study of the fully di�erential rosssetion given by Eq. (9). Nevertheless, it is known thatfor ollisions with highly harged ions, this approxima-tion an still be used to estimate the total ross setionand the energy emission spetrum integrated over themomentum transfer and all emission angles. The basireasons for this are twofold. First, the double ionizationin our ase is dominated by the so-alled TS-2 proess,in whih the eletrons undergo transitions due to the�diret� interation between the projetile and eah ofthe two eletrons. Seond, while the eletron�eletroninteration in the ontinuum an strongly a�et angu-lar distributions, it annot hange the total energy ofthe eletrons.

The results of suh alulations (� = 1:885,� = 2:1832, and Æ = 0 ) "i = �2:876 a.u. and�k12 = 1) are shown in Fig. 2. For ompleteness, theenergy spetrum of eletrons emitted in singly ionizingollisions is also displayed3). For both single and doubleionization, a very good agreement between the SEA re-sults and experimental data is observed4). The overalle�et of the higher-order terms in the projetile�targetinteration is learly seen in Fig. 2: it only slightly de-reases the single ionization ross setion but is verystrong for the double ionization. Compared to the�rst-order result, the energy spetrum for double ion-ization dereases substantially slower as the emissionenergy inreases and is larger on an absolute sale by afator of 10�30 due to the large ontribution from ol-lisions in whih both target eletrons are removed si-multaneously by their �independent� interations withthe projetile.In onlusion, using a novel approah that treats,within the SEA, the interation of the projetile withall the three target onstituents on an equal footing,we have onsidered the double ionization of heliumin relativisti ollisions with highly harged ions. Byexploring the basi dynamis of these ollisions forthe �rst time, we have demonstrated how the diretinteration of the projetile with all the three targetpartiles an strongly a�et the fully di�erential rosssetion. We have further shown that the fundamentalsimilarity between the impat double ionization anddouble photoionization of helium naturally emerges inextreme relativisti ollisions with very small trans-verse momentum transfers.This work was supported in part by the INTAS-GSI(grant No. 03-54-3604).REFERENCES1. Many-Partile Quantum Dynamis in Atomi and Mo-leular Fragmentation, ed. by J. Ullrih and V. P. She-velko, Springer-Verlag, New York (2003).3) Results for this spetrum were obtained by ombining theSEA and FBA with the Hartree � Fok desription of the �ative�eletron. We note that within the e�etive three-body ollisionmodel, where the (ative) eletron moves in the same Hartree �Fok potential in both initial and �nal states, the results of SEAand FBA niely onverge at �p � 1.4) We note that for ionization by 1-GeV protons, the SEA,with  i and  f used to produe the spetrum in Fig. 2, yieldsthe double-to-single ionization ratio �2+=�+ � 2 � 10�3, whihis quite lose to the established high-veloity limit for this ratioapproximately equal to 2:5 � 10�3 (see, e.g., [10℄).587
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